TSHY

Semi-Automatic mechanical meat
tenderizer features 544 stainless steel
surgical blades. Tenderizes without tearing
meat fibers or changing shape of meat.

item#

Semi-Automatic Commercial Meat Tenderizer

Automatic
height
adjustment for
effortless
control

TSHY
KEY FEATURES
Features

Blade set
conveniently pivots
outward when
disassembling to
ensure quick,
complete and easy
sanitation

 300-Series stainless steel construction
 460 kg per square inch hydraulic system
 220V / 3 Phase Motor / 60 Hz optional 220 V
single phase available
 Plug N Play design
 30 square inch tenderization area at 60 cycles /
minute
 544 stainless steel blades sharpened in two
direction for maximum efficiency
 Safe and easy to assemble blade set for
enhanced safety and convenient cleaning
 Automatic height adjustment for effortless control
 Sliding board with safety guard and handle for
easier handling of product
 Machine equipped with wheels for easy mobility
 Simple sanitation: no tools required to clean or
inspect

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Total Height (in)

63.00

Depth Machine (in)

19.29

Width Machine (in)

20.47

Weight (lbs)

253.53

Motor

230VAC, 3 Phase, 9.2A

Functioning

Hydraulic Piston

Blade Path

Set by Hydraulic Piston

Speed of Blade Unit

55 strokes per minute

Dimension of the board - Length (in)

31.50

Dimension of the board - Width (in)

11.8

Dimension of the board - Height (in)

10.24

Useful Surface (in)
Maximum thickness of pieces of meat to be tenderized (in)

27.56 x 11.8
4.72

Who we are…
Since 1962,

Jaccard® Corporation has been providing innovative and compelling products
to the consumer retail, food service, and food processing markets. Jaccard
Corporation founder, Swiss Master Butcher and industry icon,
Andre Jaccard, knew that creating compelling and useful products that people
wanted was the key to running a successful business. Today, Jaccard
operates by these same principles – we are busy refining existing products
and developing new ones with the same desire to provide our customers with
the best possible solutions to their everyday needs.
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